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lifestyle--- it’s a slam-dunk for plants. It is
too bad that you will not see this
comparison in the public realm.
WHOLE PLANT FOODS









The Get Healthy Eating Newsletter is
designed to educate, help and inspire you
to take control of your health. Each issue is
jam packed with nutrition, exercise and
general health tips that will help you
maintain and improve your health. Our
newsletter is published on the 15th of each
month and is sent out via email.
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Thought for the Month
When you compare only a few of the
benefits of consuming a plant based

Fiber
Antioxidants
Cancer Fighters
Low Fat
No Cholesterol
Low in Toxins
No Hormones
Highly Alkaline

ANIMAL FOODS









No Fiber
No Antioxidants
Cancer Promoters
High Fat
Added Cholesterol
High in Toxins
High Hormones
Highly Acid

Hopefully, this list is a big eye-opener for
you!
====================================

Quote of the Month
“The most basic weapons in the fight
against disease are the most ignored by
modern medicine: the numerous nutrients
the cells of the bodies need. If our body
cells are ailing----as they must be in disease--the chances are excellent that it is
because they are being inadequately
provisioned.” ~ Roger J. Williams, Ph.D.,
Nutrition Against Disease
====================================
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Book of the Month
“The Pleasure Trap” by Douglas J. Lisle,

Ph.D., is a wonderful
book that gives a
holistic explanation of
what allows health and
happiness to occur.
The book lifts the veil
of scientific mystery
and let’s one return to
our natural state of
health and happiness.
With the holidays approaching this may be
a perfect gift for someone that is having
excessive stress.
Check out our store to order a copy!
====================================

Video of the Month
In connection with the book of the month,
this video is a presentation by Dr. Lisle that
reviews his basic ideas of the human
condition and suggests ways to regain a
healthy attitude while living in the fast lane
of the modern American lifestyle. Watch
the video!
=======================================

Recipe of the Month
Everyday Meals – Spicy Orange Sesame Stir
Fry
The month
of
December
is often
filled with
rich foods,

long-time family favorite recipes, appetizers
and desserts that we do not normally eat.
Vegetables are sometimes missing from our
meals. Stir fries can be a way to keep a
balance in your diet during the holiday
season.
Here is a healthy, eye pleasing dish. Check
out the ingredients for the stir fry
sauce…they will surely please the palate.
Check out the recipe!
====================================

Personal Life Update
This is a busy and wonderful time of the
year for Barbara and me. For us, it is
Christmas – the celebration of the most
important event in human history, the birth
of the Christ child. We are participating in
the choir at our church and enjoying the
special music selected for this occasion.
This season brings together family and
friends to renew the meaning of life and
generate hope for the years ahead. To
those of you who celebrate with us, we
wish you a blessed Christmas and a happy
new year.
Whatever holiday you may be celebrating
during this season, we sincerely wish you
and your family great joy and peace…now
and throughout the New Year.
====================================

Challenges
Running for the aspirin bottle when the
body aches may not be the best thing to do.
Pain is part of life’s means to signal us that
something is wrong. It can be physical or
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mental. When the body starts to heal the
pain begins to lessen. Modern medicine has
many treatments for easing the pain but
may be counterproductive for true healing
and health. We may feel good immediately
when medication or surgery gets rid of pain,
but may actually be less healthy in the long
run.
Modern medicine has very little to offer
when dealing with causes of sickness and
disease. We tend to stand in awe of the
scientific breakthroughs and new
treatments as medicine advances into
evermore sensational procedures and
drugs. We all witness this every day in the
media and advertisements and tend to lose
sight that our health is determined by our
lifestyle and the food that we choose to
consume. As one of the ancient healers
observed --“The body heals itself—the
doctor collects the fee.”
The following recommendations that you
may consider before taking pills or
procedures are taken from “The Pleasure
Trap.”
1. Ask your physician if any prescribed
medication is primarily for pain relief or for
health promotion? Insist on an explanation
of your illness and the rationale for the
suggested treatment. Ask for the
risk/reward for treatment versus no
treatment.

3. If a medical procedure is recommended,
always seek at least one or more
independent opinions. Remember: it’s your
life. You, not your doctor, have to live with
the outcome.
====================================

Recommended Resources

Want to start the New Year out just right?
Why not consider a juicer that will provide
excellent service and quality juice for years
to come.
Ask yourself…how much is my health and
well-being worth? Is it worth at least
$259.00, or maybe even more?
Please click on the link below to visit our
selection of quality juicers to find out the
best juicer for you.
Visit Our Store to See Our Favorite Juicers!
====================================

About Us

2. Consider carefully the fact that many
unpleasant symptoms are part of an
exquisite guidance system, one that you risk
disrupting should pain-relieving
medications be used.
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our greatest
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helping people
take control of
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their health. We live her in beautiful, North
Central Florida. We are very committed to
teaching others proper nutrition and
lifestyle choices.
Don’t forget to like us on Facebook!
====================================

Contact Us
If you would like to contact us, feel free to
give us a call at (813) 260-2314 EST. Or, you
can send us email to whybsic@gmail.com.
In either case, we look forward to hearing
from you.
====================================

Legal & Disclaimer
We are not doctors. All views in this
newsletter are our own, based upon our
own experiences. Please consult with your
doctor before changing your eating habits
or starting a new exercise routine.
This newsletter is protected by federal
copyright laws. Feel free to share this with
friends and family, but DO NOT modify it,
republish the content, or take credit for the
content in any way.
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